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An inspiring and compelling book, No Boxing Allowed, has already won 10 international literary 
awards, including the USA Pinnacle Award for Inspirational Books in 2011 and nine other awards 
across the USA and UK. It has become a much sought-after reference for people seeking to affect 
positive change in every aspect of their lives, and learn what it is to be a truly Great Leader. 

Readers are:
• taught how to recognize a self-limiting posture, so that they can improve their level of self-

awareness… …developing to a point of real Self-Intelligence and, by doing so, break free of 
life’s boxes, labels and restrictions!

• encouraged to erase fears, trust their abilities and remove baggage……..and take the journey to 
empowerment and fulfi lment in everything they do!

• inspired to be the best they can be!

• taught how to recognize their personal power, understand its relationship to positional power, and 
how to apply both more effectively and for positive outcomes!

• taught how to recognize and balance controlling behaviors and negative patterns in society! and

• encouraged to recognize leadership qualities in themselves and others, whilst learning the 
behaviors and attitudes of Great Leadership!

Nola Anne Hennessy

Nola is an advocate for people everywhere; people of all ages and 
every walk of life. As a successful and insightful multi-award-winning, 
international business woman and author, Nola is not only globally 
recognized for delivering outstanding results against the strongest 
adversity, she is enduringly passionate about teaching and inspiring her 
fellow human beings to live lives of positivity, compassion and love.

Born in Australia in 1957, Nola shares time between Texas USA and 
Australia and is committed to empowering people to turn the tide against 
acts of revenge, violence, hatred, greed, and power and control struggles. 

Nola knows that change is inevitable and, as a leading change agent long recognized for her capacity 
to make a difference and role model the right behaviors in context to the situation, Nola’s global 
organization Serenidad Consulting® is her vehicle to affect the changes that she knows the world 
needs.

One of Rotary International’s Inspirational Women 2011 and the USA’s Women of Impact 2014, 
Nola rose from a childhood of severe constraints to become a senior manager at age 16, a senior 
leader at age 19, and has three times risen to the top of her chosen profession. She leads Serenidad 
Consulting®, founded in January 2010, in its strategic intent to facilitate positive relationships and 
global peace outcomes. Her guiding principles of Excellence, Great Leadership and Positive Personal 
Power to achieve peace in relationships at every level around the globe, are eloquently articulated in 
her books. 


